Although modern historians have long acknowledged the centrality of violence and death in Europe's twentieth century and Germany's leading role in it, only recently have they turned to death itself as subject of inquiry. With *Death in Berlin*, Monica Black presents us with a captivating, ambitious and well-written cultural history of the practices and mentalities around death in Berlin, spanning the late Weimar years to 1961. Based on a wealth of sources, with actors ranging from individual mourners to clergy, morgue and crematorium operators, municipal administrators, propagandists, folklorists, doctors and architects, her work connects a number of distinct subfields. Yet there are two central questions which give cohesion and great relevance to this work: what became of death in the aftermath of mass death, and what became of individual and community in the light of it?

Black acknowledges the inherent difficulties in writing such a history, for 'much of what happens when we deal with the dead is never recorded in written word' and is thus 'a story that somehow resists being told'. (13). Thanks to her impressive methodology, informed by the earlier work of ethnographers, anthropologists and historians like Philippe Ariès, Carlo Ginzburg, Richard Bessel, or Peter Fritzsche, she tells a fascinating story, focusing mostly on texts rather than artefacts which reflect the practices, fears, hopes and taboos associated with death and the dead.

The book is organised chronologically. The first two chapters highlight the politicisation of death in late Weimar and Nazi years and the emerging cult of the soldier hero, the central chapters focus on the everyday experience with mass death in the city itself between 1943 and 1949, makeshift graves and missing dead featuring prominently, while the last two chapters examine different approaches to death in East and West Germany until 1961 in the light of the Cold War and increased knowledge of the Holocaust.

Historians will find much value in Black's skilful connecting of the momentous, national and international stage of history with the local, deeply personal, sometimes mythical. She argues that the Nazi cult of the war hero, with its idea of the purifying blood sacrifice for Germany, cannot be separated from the racial ideology and colonisation aims which excluded and ultimately allowed for the murder of those deemed Un-German. Black critiques historians who view death rituals of the Third Reich as ethnographic side notes or mere National Socialist propaganda. As in the case of the gradual banning of 'Jewish corpses' from 'Aryan' cemeteries in Berlin, begun even before the Nuremberg Race laws of 1935, her work points to a process in which the reconfigured ideas about death, race, contamination and community had significant local bases. Even with mass death arriving in the city itself in the last years of the war, many Berliners, traumatised by a veritable crisis of corpses, insisted on upholding the racial distinctions erected around death. The story of racism and notions of privilege permeating much of Berlin society in its treatment of the dead, and of great proximity between the living and the dead is told through many lenses. They include POW corpse recovery troops and Berliner children banned from 'Aryan' playgrounds who resorted to Weissensee Jewish cemetery as a place to play, and when deportations began, as a place to hide. Death, in this story, does not equalise all. Nor does death in this story guarantee eternal rest.

In the last two chapters, Black complicates the post-war histories which focus too much, she suggests, on the bustle of economic miracle activities in the West, or on regime-building efforts in the East by the SED (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands, the Socialist Unity Party of Germany). Not purged from modern-scientific, secular or post-holocaust mentalities (as Ariès and Arendt would have it), death continued to play a significant role in everyday life as well as in the rebuilding of post-war societies. The author provides convincing evidence, not least in carefully researched sections about exhumations and reburials such as at Eichkamp cemetery in West Berlin, where burial space competed with building space for an international trade fair, or in the case of East Berlin designs for removing old inner-city cemeteries from the envisioned modern, socialist city. The latter were withdrawn due to popular resistance and are represented as typical for the SED-regime's almost hesitant early efforts to create a distinct socialist funeral culture. Black also points to changes in mentality within this decade. Some Berliners now used Nazism and knowledge of holocaust, gas chambers and mass death, as convenient reference to frame their own story of victimisation. Practices and perceptions around death still linked individual and community. But in the course of the 1950s, Black argues, the imagined community became increasingly international while the ritual focused more and more on the private person.

Medical historians looking for a public health history modelled on Richard Evan's *Death in Hamburg* will not find it here. That history remains to be written. *Death in Berlin* is also not primarily an urban history. Perhaps this is the reason we find no mention of the episode of an estimated 12 000 Berlin graves being transferred in the 1930s to Stahnsdorf cemetery to make place for Albert Speer's megalomaniac designs. This is a minor point in the light of the abundance of hitherto unexamined sources from state and municipal archives, newspapers, ethnographic studies, and church records on which Black builds her case.

What the reader will find in *Death in Berlin* is a brilliant history in which perceptions and practices around death tell us much about twentieth-century German society and its values. It has earned its place in modern German historiography, not least as it raises questions of continuities across the East--West and dictatorship--democracy divide. It is also a masterpiece of history of mentalities in its own right. And it is a much needed complement to the monographs on death in the Soviet Union which have shown us that mass death and the excesses, grief, fantasies and hopes associated with it are central to Europe's modern history. Future scholars working on generational experiences, on oral, religious or medical history will find in Black's work an invaluable foundation for contemplating death and ritual in a modern society. And finally, this book is a welcome reminder to historians of modern Europe that we do well to connect with our peers studying earlier and non-Western histories. The book deserves a wide readership.
